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THE AFRICA RENEWABLE
ENERGY INITIATIVE
WHAT IS AREI?
The Africa Renewable Energy Initiative (AREI) is a transformative Africa-owned
and Africa-led effort to accelerate, scale-up and harness the continent’s huge
potential in renewable energy sources.
Endorsed by all African Heads of State and Government through the African
Union, the initiative was launched at COP21 in Paris 2015. AREI will enable Africa
to quickly move to modern distributed energy systems that are renewable, smart
and able to both feed industry and reaching people currently without adequate
access to modern energy services. The Initiative seeks to achieve at least 10 GW of
new and additional people-centred renewable energy generation capacity by 2020,
and universal energy access and the addition of at least 300 GW by 2030.
In its primary phase, AREI will attribute single renewable energy projects to be
in line with its ambitious people-centred, environment and development-oriented
criteria. In subsequent steps, the initiative’s primary power lies in helping African
countries move to transformative national policies and vastly increased
renewable energy ambition – and to help mobilise the international public funding
necessary to drive these efforts.
Through AREI African countries are taking international lead and charting a
course towards Africa becoming the first renewable energy continent.

ACHIEVEMENTS 2016-2017
During the establishment phase since its launch AREI has: .
» Deliberated a governance structure with a high-level Board that includes
Heads of State representing the five African regions (North, East, West, Central
and Southern Africa) chaired by H.E. Prof. Alpha Condé, President of Guinea
and of the African Union.
» Set up its Independent Delivery Unit (IDU) – the technical arm of AREI
that will facilitate transformative action in countries, coordinate and enable
exchange of experiences to accelerate action across the continent, map and
coordinate actions, assess projects and programmes, ensure multi-stakeholder
engagement and stringent safeguards, and interact with strategic partners
both in Africa and beyond.
» Initiated Africa-led mapping of existing initiatives and renewable energy
programmes.

“Through the support
and guidance of AREI,
African countries are
set to ensure universal
access to peoplecentred energy for
all their communities
and move straight
to renewable energy
systems and zero
carbon futures.”

» Compiled and initiated assessment of 450 renewable energy projects in the
current, short to mid-term pipeline, with close to 50 GW of potential generation
capacity.
» Formulated solid AREI criteria for ensuring African ownership, social and
environmental safeguards, and focus on energy access and people-centered
solutions.
» Approved of 19 investment programmes and projects, with a total expected
generation capacity of 1,7 GW. for a total of €4 bn in planned investments. €2
bn have already been commited by donors, with €300 million in grants from the
European Commission. Tenders for several projects are underway.
» Since the last board meeting in September 2017, 5 additional programs and
investment projects are under evaluation at the IDU level. They will initially
be presented for consideration by the Board of Directors at its next meeting in
January 2018.

H.E. Professor Alpha Condé,
President of the Republic of
Guinea, Chair of the African
Union, Coordinator of renewable
energies for Africa and Chair of
the AREI Board

AREI WAYS FORWARD 2018-2020
IMMEDIATE ACTION
The Africa Renewable Energy Initiative will during 2018 shift from Establishment
phase to full operation. For the first half of 2018 this means:
» Strengthening of the Independent Delivery Unit and recruitment of its formal
Head.
» Further Africa-driven mapping and assessment of existing initiatives and
activities.
» Organising of five regional consultations (North, East, West, Central and
Southern Africa), involving governments and stakeholders in all 54 African
countries, with the aim of consolidating AREI at country levels, identify
opportunities, remove barriers and boost inter-country collaboration.
» Initiation of concrete work at country levels to lay the ground for ambitious
policies and incentives that can generate significant new and additional
investments.
» International outreach and establishment of South-South, North-South and
trilateral strategic partnerships, including mobilisation of additional funds.
» Multi-stakeholder consultations and development of participatory models of
engagement.
» Continued identification and assessment of the short- to mid-term renewable
energy pipeline (going beyond the current 450 projects) with the aim to help
mobilise financial support for projects that are aligned with AREI Criteria to
meet the 10 GW target by 2020.

INTERMEDIARY ACTIVITIES
“While having
contributed the least
to climate change and
being the continent
most vulnerable to
its impacts, African
countries through AREI
is taking international
leadership and
encouraging other
countries to step up
their commitments
by setting example.
AREI is one of the most
significant effort the
African continent has
taken on.”
H.E. Professor Alpha Condé,

During the latter part of 2018 onwards, AREI will gradually direct attention
towards the Initiative’s second phase (2020-2030). The coming two years will set
the ground for the truly transformative measures that seek to add by 2030 at least
double existing energy generation capacity on the continent through renewable
energy. This means:
» Identification of African countries willing to take a lead in planning towards
100% renewable energy, and implementation of the AREI Action Plan at national
levels.
» Further engagement with international partners to ensure their pledges in Paris
2015 of USD 10 billion by 2020 are delivered in conformity with AREI Criteria
and are making additional impact to business-as-usual.
» Implementation of AREI as a powerful strategic framework that will engage
with African countries to set in place incentives and policies that will make it
possible for unprecedented acceleration of renewable energy projects on the
ground.
» Roll-out of new, participatory business models that enables a diversity of
actors from households, communities and cooperatives to public entities and
companies at various scales to become both consumers and producers of
energy.
» Mobilisation of required additional international public funding for ambitious
policies and incentives that can drive unprecedented levels of both private and
public investments in renewable energy.

WWW.AREI.ORG
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QUOTES BY PRESIDENT ALPHA CONDÉ ON
THE AFRICA RENEWABLE ENERGY INITIATIVE
The Africa Renewable Energy Initiative set to deliver on its promises to make
Africa the renewable energy continent
As the international community is gathering in Paris for the One Planet Summit on
climate finance, the Africa Renewable Energy Initiative is in the spotlight as one of the
key efforts to create working, cooperative measures that help translate international
commitments to concrete action on the ground.

Quotes by H.E. Professor Alpha Condé, President of the Republic
of Guinea, Chair of the African Union, Coordinator of renewable
energies for Africa and Chair of the AREI Board:

“The Africa Renewable Energy Initiative (AREI) was launched in Paris at COP 21
as one of the most significant outcomes of the climate summit. Endorsed by all
African Heads of State, AREI’s Africa-owned, ambitious framework and action
plan concretises the transformative actions that needs to be undertaken to
simultaneous deliver on the Paris Agreement, Sustainable Development Goals
and national development aspirations.”
“Through the support and guidance of AREI, African countries are set to ensure
universal access to people-centred energy for all their citizens and communities
by moving straight to renewable energy systems and zero carbon futures.”
“While having contributed the least to climate change and being the continent most
vulnerable to its impacts, African countries through AREI is taking international
leadership and encouraging other countries to step up their commitments by
setting example. AREI is one of the most significant effort the African continent
has taken on.”
“International partners committed to support AREI’s ambitious plans with USD
10 billion for AREI’s first phase 2015-2020. While we have already considered a
number of existing projects in the making in line with AREI intentions, the big
challenge and opportunity is to now scale this up to new and additional efforts
that would not have happened without AREI”.
“AREI is primarily a powerful strategic framework that will engage with African
countries to set in place incentives and policies that will make it possible for
hundreds of thousand, if not millions of renewable energy projects on the ground.
AREI will enable a bottom-up renewable energy revolution where households,
communities, cooperatives, schools, hospitals, municipalities as well as both
small and larger companies and utilities everywhere become both producers and
consumers of renewable energy.”

“AREI breaks ground by formulating concrete plans for how to chart a new course
that does not repeat the mistakes of rich countries. We take responsibility for our
own destiny and are in the driving seat. Yet, much of the cost for the necessary
public investments must be delivered by wealthier countries that have the capacity
and have contributed most to the problem.”
“AREI breaks new ground by formulating concrete investment plans that are in the
interest of both developed and African countries – in reality a Marshall plan for
climate and development. Climate financing then becomes an attractive, win-win
approach that can break the locked-in mode of the current climate finance
negotiations.”
“The pledges of USD 10 billion must be aligned with African priorities. But this is just
the beginning – in order to make Africa a prosperous, renewable energy continent
much more long-term commitments are needed for the coming decades. The
good news is that renewable energy costs are plummeting and already often the
cheapest option. Climate finance is needed to make the necessary investment
safe and accelerate this positive trend.”
“AREI is now on track to enable African countries to take bold action. As coordinator
of renewable energies and AREI Chair I look forward to coming years and decades
of Africa leading the way internationally, where our countries leapfrog to the
smart, people-centre renewable energy systems of the future.”
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